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Alfonso Artiaco gallery is pleased to announce the opening of the group show, La Bohème, 
on Thursday, 10 June 2021 from 10 am to 7 pm. 

 
Presented artists 

 
Jean-Marie Appriou, Brian Calvin, Johan Creten, Antoine Espinasseau, Karen Kilimnik,  

Sean Landers, Sarah Lucas, Matthew Lutz-Kinoy, Tobias Pils, Torbjørn Rødland,  
Ugo Rondinone, Salvo, Louise Sartor, Emily Mae Smith, Lily van der Stokker,  

Juergen Teller, Roland Topor, Tursic & Mille. 

 
To celebrate his gallery’s 30th anniversary in 2016, Alfonso Artiaco invited artists, collectors and 
friends in San Carlo to the opening night of La Bohème. The famed Puccini opera, created in 
1896, depicts four artists (a poet, a painter, a musician and a philosopher) who live in Paris in a 
garret overlooking rooftops, under very frugal circumstances that at heart are only the décor for 
the passionate life they decided to spend on the margins. Living differently with an unshakeable 
joie de vivre, carefree and a little bit outlandish, driven by their art day by day –– in one word, 
they are magnificent.  
 
The exhibition curated by Eric Troncy at Alfonso Artiaco gallery is built on the tremendous 
suggestive power of that term, La Bohème, and celebrates artists for their capacity to conjure 
up whimsy and fantasy. Wackiness is a classic attribute of contemporary artworks, but whimsy is 
more rare, a fantasy within which freedom, childlike wonderment, unencumbered creativity and 
an abundance of mischief toward formal and social conventions find plenty of room to be 
expressed. 
 
All the works in the exhibition, as well as the way they are staged, invite our imagination to 
reflect on La Bohème and its relationship with the art of our century, but also with ourselves, for 
this summer of 2021. 
 
(Translated from French by Noellie Roussel). 
 
 
 
Eric Troncy bore 1965 in Nevers, France, studied art History at Ecole du Louvre and sociology of art at Ecole des Hautes 
Etudes in Paris. 
As a freelance curator he organized many group shows including No Man’s Time (Nice, 1990), Weather Everything 
(Leipzig, 1996), The Shell (Paris 2015). Since 1995 he is the Director of Consortium Museum in Dijon where he curated 
more than 100 solo shows. He founded (in 2005) and he still is the chief editor of Frog magazine. As an art critic he 
wrote many artists monographs, and is a regular contributor to Numero and Purple. 


